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THE EXPOSITION
Entering the Main Building this morning, we found ourselves un,
expectedly in Prance, and a few steps farther brought us into the heart
of Prance, the unrivaled city of Paris,

Here we were,for a time, almost

overwhelmed with the splendor and brilliance around us.

There was an

"embarrassment of riches," as the French say; jewels and bronzes, and
satins and laces, velvets and tapestries, and china and enamels, every
one an exquisite work of art.

First, the bronzes claimed our attention.

Rich in color and perfect in execution, there were yet many whose designs
were not interesting--too many languishing ladies and doughty knights.
The clocks were very beautiful.

One in black marble and malachite, with

a lovely female figure in bronze upon the top, from whose hand the pen
dulum depended, was especially magnificent--valued at #500.

Then there

were clocks of golden bronze and white marble, of dark green bronze, of
porphyry and bronze, and some entirely of gilt bronze, with richest carv
ings of fruit, and foliage, and flowers.
fitting only for a palace.

These were gorgeous, and seemed

There were also graceful pitchers and vases

of bronze, wreathed with grape and ivy vines, which were very beautiful.
Before the jewel cases of M. Boncheron, Palais Royal, Galerie de
Valois, Paris, we stood spellbound.

One necklace, composed of two rows

of large diamonds, with diamond pendants, dazzled our eyes.
veritable "sea of light."

The cost was #40,000.

gold and coral was exquisite.

It was a

Another necklace of

There was a small watch studded with sap

phires, "blue as the sky," in the centre of which flashed out a crescent
of diamonds; a splendid coronet of diamonds and rubies; bracelets of em
eralds and diamonds, pearls and diamonds, sapphires and diamonds, and
one especially beautiful with one large emerald of the richest color In
the centre, and a leaf encrusted with diamonds on each side, in the
of which was a large, pure pearl. What a living, palpitating beauty
there Is in these precious stones— a beauty equaled only by that of
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And In this wonderful Paris we found flowers of enamel so

perfect in color and contour, it seemed as if they must be real,

Such

exquisite rosebuds, and pansies, and violets, and daisies, and for-getme-nots most daintily fashioned into brooches, and crosses, and brace
lets, and lockets.

Nothing could be prettier than the necklaces of

black velvet with these dainty blossoms fastened upon them and crosses
of the same depending from them.

In one, composed of tiny daisies, the

white and gold contrasted beautifully with the velvet, and the pendant
was one large daisy.

There were also beautiful vases, dishes, card-re

ceivers, etc. of enamel.
The display of tortoise-shell is very fine, including the usual objects--fans boxes, combs, card-cases, etc.

We saw one large book of very

rich tortoise-shell, which we supposed to be a Bible, because there were
medallions of the Evangelists, in blue and white porcelain, set in the
corners, but there was nothing else to indicate its character and there
was no one near to ask.
•Of the French china so much has been said that further comments, by
one who is not a connoisseur, would be useless.
is a feast to the eyes.

The beauty of the Sevres

There was one set of dishes that charmed us es

pecially— clusters of exquisite flowers in the centre, and a border of
gray
soft, through which ran a thread of finest blossoms in garlands.
A
Of the laces, It is needless to say that the display is most fasci
nating, so wonderful are they in their airy, fairy-like beauty and del
icacy.

Mrs. Browning’s rare "Court Lady" wore no more exquisite ones.
"Laces to drop from theiv
Like a powder of snow from the eaves."

I don’t think even the unappreciating masculine mind could have beheld
them unmoved.

And while I am on this subject, I must, even at the risk

of being accused of frivolity, say a few words about the Paris dresses,
because they, too, deserve to be ranked as works of art.

There was one
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of heavy dark-red silk, darker than scarlet, and yet not exactly cardi
nal color, of an indescribably rich hue, with overdress of the finest
shadowy black lace.

The effect was magnificent.

It was a costume worthy

of a Spanish or Italian princess, so rich, so warm, and yet so perfectly
airy and graceful. A lovely contrast in color was a dress of delicate
bird!s-egg hue, draped with rarest white lace--a fitting costume for the
fairest blonde.

Another was composed partly of silk of the same color

and partly of a shade of the palest buff; the two silks arranged in folds
throughout, and slightly relieved by white lace.
beautiful and artistic.

The effect was very

The most elaborate dress was of heavy white satin,

trimmed with pleatings of illusion, with robe of satin and train at least
two yards long, richly embroidered with gold, and colored leaves and flow
ers.

It was gorgeous enough for an empress, but far less beautiful than

some of the simpler costumes.

The cost was $1,000.

The Aubusson tapestries interested us much.

For some of the subjects

--Turkish beauties in harems and their attendants--we did not care; but
the work was wonderfully beautiful, and had the effect of a fine painting.
There was one magnificent rug of rich, dark red and topaz color, with a
border of fruit and flowers, fowls and animals which were marvellously
real, a large sofa and two chairs, with clusters of richest roses and
other flowers, were very lovely and might have graced a palace--possibly
they have.

We regretted that there was no one from whom we could learn

more about these tapestries.

Indeed, we saw very few exhibitors.

Perhaps

they were worn-out by the intense heat, and were snatching a few moments
rest.
Among the many exquisite fans, of tortoise-shell and black lace,
and ivory and amber and lace, we noticed one which seemed to us the
loveliest we had ever seen.

It was of mother-of-pearl and fine white pa

per, on which were most exquisitely painted clusters of for-get-me-nots
and lilies-of-the-valley whose delicate, snowy bells were relieved by the
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broad, green protecting leaves upon which they rested.

They were so

pure, so perfect that it was almost impossible to believe that they were
not the real flowers.
In one little room of the French department we found some fine en
gravings, copies of famous paintings, and one exquisite picture by Cabanel--of Venus sleeping upon the waves with Cupids hovering above her.
We had not half exhausted the treasures of the French department,
but we had entirely exhausted ourselves, and It was only after refresh
ing ourselves with the wonderfully delicious bread and coffee of the
Vienna bakery, where we made a v e r ^ s ^ n ^ ,
enough to enter the art annex.

that we gained strength

Here the Florentine mosaics first at

tracted our attention by their exquisite beauty.

The designs of the

tables were nearly similar— a cluster of flowers in the centre and a
wreath near the edge.

One very beautiful one had in the centre a clus

ter consisting of one splendid magnolia, white lilies, yellow roses,
jasmine and morning-glories, and around the edge clusters of purple and
white grapes, currants ''ruby red," pears, and plumes of wheat.

Another

had in the centre a bunch of white and yellow roses, lilies-of-the-valley, scarlet geranium, daisies and fuchsias, with a garland of morningglories caught here and there in a bird’s mouth.

The cost was $4,500.

On another of porphyry were perfect representations of vases, fruits,
shells, corals, etc., and a mosaic locket, apparently thrown carelessly
down, upon which were for-get-me-nots and lilies-of-the-valley scarcely
larger than a pin’s head, and perfectly beautiful.
richness of coloring was wonderful.

In all these the

It was hard to realize that they

were not exquisite paintings.
We saw pictures of the Madonna of the Chair, and of another Madonna,
and of rich, large clusters of roses which we supposed to be oil-paint
ings, and only upon the closest inspection did we discover that they were
mosaics.

There were also fine pictures in mosaic of Donatello, Apelles,

Y/L td
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and Michel-

In one of the French rooms was a lovely picture of

Beatrice Cenci in prison.
a prayer-book.

She sits beside her low bed, upon which lies

At the head, fastened upon the gray, stone wall, is a

cross of brown wood.

Her hands are clasped upon her knee and her head

droops slightly forward.

From the white head-dress her rich brown hair,

with golden gleams in it, falls over her shoulders.

The face is very

sweet and sad, and has, I think, a greater depth of expression than the
representations which we often see.

There is a look of patient suffer

ing in those beautiful brown eyes, which goes to one’s heart and makes
her seem a real, living mournful presence.
One of the finest pictures was a grand mountain scene.

In the dis

tance a snow-covered peak pierced the deep blue of the sky; on either
side rose dark, fir-clad summits, awful in their grandeur, and in the
foreground were great masses of rock over which rushed and foamed a moun
tain torrent.

So perfect was it that one seemed to hear the roar of its

waters breaking the deep stillness.
In another striking picture, MThe Vanquished," a defeated warrior
leans despairingly upon his shield, while his helmet lies on the floor
at his feet.

One hand wildly clutches his hair, and in his face is an.1

expression of utter desperation.

His dog stands beside him, leaning his

head against him, with an expression of human entreaty in the eyes which
he raises to his face; while his lovely young wife throws her arms be
seechingly around him in a vain effort to console.

The contrast is very

fine between his magnificently developed and muscular figure--for he Is
almost a Hercules in his proportions--and her graceful, slender form and
delicate face, with its expression of agonized entreaty and boundless love
"The Prisoners Redeemed" Is a very beautiful and touching picture
by a French artist--Claudius Jacquand.

An old Turk, in

w h i t e

t u r b a n

a n d

flowing robes of green and red and amber color, sits on a cushion watch
ing greedily a monk who is counting out silver coins f r o m a casket on a
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table by his side.

The expression of his face— a mingling of fierce-^

ness and avarice— is most repulsive, and contrasts strongly with the
noble, serene countenance of the monk whose white hair and beard give
him an almost patriarchal look.

In the background is a group of wretch

ed looking prisoners; an old, old man with bandaged eyes, apparently dy
ing, whose outstretched hand another, almost as aged, leans reverently
forward to kiss; little, helpless children; a young man in an entirely
unconscious condition, the pallor of death upon his face, and a woman
almost unconscious, with misery expressed in every feature.
nearly dead from starvation and confinement.

All are

Near the group stands an

other monk gazing down upon them with an expression of deep sadness and
tenderest, saintly compassion upon his face.

It is a wonderfully life

like picture--painful and touching in its reality.
"The Plight of a Christian Slave," by Gudin, is a beautiful picture.
The sky first attracts oneTs attention.

It Is of a lovely, melting blue,

over which float soft golden clouds of exceeding delicacy; the moon has
just risen and sheds a ray of purest silver over the dark, turbulent waves.
On the left rises a mass of gloomy rocks upon which stands a lofty for
tress.

A boat Is drawn up in the shadow close to a low-arched entrance.

At the prow, just about to enter It, stands the graceful figure of a young
and lovely woman, her hands clasped, her eyes raised in gratitude to heaven
A servant, bearing her boxes, steals softly down the steps leading'to the
water.

The boat is filled with armed men, who raise their weapons on high

with a triumphant expression.

The effect of the light falling upon the

waves just beyond the boat is very beautiful.
en-brown color.

It gives them a rich, gold

The contrast is fine between the exquisite softness of

the sky and the dark, threatening mass of rock, bare in some places and in
others covered by sombre trees.

Upon the height stand

s o m e

graceful palms,

which give a tropical character to the picture.
UA Fellah Woman," by Landelle, is rich In coloring and perfect in
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feature.

She stands with both hands clasped upon an earthen jar.

£he

loose robe of dark f^reen does not conceal the roundness and symmetry of
her form.
it.

Her complexion is dark olive with a faint gleam of red through

Both in texture and color the beauty of the skin is indescribable.

A dark head-dress, drawn straight across the brows and flowing down the
shoulders, conceals the hair;

heavy gold coins hang beneath it upon the

brow and down each side of the face.
throat.

A necklace of coins encircles the

The lips are exquisite--brilliantly red and beautifully curved--

and the depth of e x p r e s s i o n ^ the dark eyes is really wonderful.

One

cannot but believe that this daughter of the East has a beautiful soul,
and as those eyes seemed to meet and return the gaze of mine, Emerson's
words came into my mind--"The human form is a temple, and the eyes angels,
keeping watch at the doorways."
But we must leave this fascinating picture and many others, which I
wish I had time and strength to describe to you, and take a look at Belgium--some of whose treasures T will try to describe in my next.

